Quality made in Germany

Product Information

AFTERNOON
Design Gerd Rausch

AFTERNOON | 2625
An imposing array of models provides the ultimative in comfort and design. Home living comfort at its cosiest: functional
furniture that creates pleasant interior spaces. Highly suitable for lobbies and cafeterias in public spaces and healthcare
environments.
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Areas of use
HE ALTHCARE SERVICES | LIVING | REL A X ATION ARE AS

Frame
Frame made from massive beechwood, legs with diameters of approx. 60 x 30 mm, conically tapering to approx. 35 x 30
mm. Frame ribs made from massive beechwood with a rectangular lateral profile of 3 x (approx.) 80 x 25 mm. Rounded
exterior edges. Legs and ribs connected with dowels and adhesive throughout. The armrests are customized for the needs
of elderly people and made from massive beechwood (approx. 50 x 30 mm).

Frame surfaces
Wooden elements made from beech wood, with natural varnish (low-solvent water varnish) in the standard version. Optionally
stained according to the BRUNE® collection.

Seat and back
Seat and backrest made from ergonomically shaped beech plywood, upholstered, approx. 13 mm thick and glued in several
places. The seat has been fastened to the frame with four screws, removable seat cushion. The backrest has been screwfastened to the rear legs with flat-head screws and with brackets that are attached to the rib frame. The tilting angle of the
backrest can be infinitely adjusted with a lever on the side of the seat (angle between 103° and 145°).

Upholstery
Seats or seats and back supports are optionally available with partial upholstery or fully upholstered seat, fabric cover
according to the BRUNE® collection, fabric categories 3, 4, 6, 7 or 8.
Seat cushion foam:
Back cushion foam:

SG/CH 35/50
SG/CH 35/50

approx. 100 mm thick
approx. 80 mm thick, with lateral padding to approx. 220 mm

SG = specific gravity, weight per m³. CH = compression hardness (e.g.: 50 ≙ approx. 50 g/cm² at a compression level of 40 %)

Gliders
Standard version:
Optionally:		
			

Plastic gliders for stone floors | parquet | wooden floor boards |
Jointed felt gliders for stone floors | parquet | wooden floor boards |
Gliders with metal caps for carpets
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Dimensions | 2625
Dimensions:

B 61 cm
T 78 cm
H 110 cm
AH 67 cm
SH 45 cm
30 kg

Weight:

Accessories
Adjustable headrest, model 2632
4 rollers incl. 2 that can be locked

Certificates

Quality management in
accordance with
DIN EN ISO 9001

Environmental management
system in accordance with
DIN EN ISO 14001
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